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President’s Message/  
Mot de la présidente  

Dinny Biggs    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I want to share my heartfelt gratitude for the privilege of working with 
Marie-Louise, Louise Profeit-Leblanc and Beverley McKiver of SC-CC’s 
Indigenous Advisory Council to plan and produce Conference 2018 with 
John Bennett as co-chair. I have received many compliments from 
attendees and conference artists for their own experiences learning 
under the reconciliation theme of the conference. These words of praise 
should rightly be shared with all above and several others on the 
planning team, but especially to Mary-Louise, Louise and Beverley. It 
was an honour to work with Indigenous friends. 
 
My own journey learning through reconciliation didn’t start and end over 
the five days of conference activities, workshops, gatherings and 
performances, although those were an important influence for many of 
us attending. Louise’s participation as an Indigenous artist leading a 
workshop, performance, and reflections with an art installation activity is 
still resounding in my head and heart. 
 
But this journey really started to surface for me a few years ago, around 
my kitchen table, when I first met Louise, who was staying as my house 
guest during the Toronto Storytelling Festival as one of its artists. Her 
gentle but persistent prodding for me to rethink and reword what I was 
saying at that time about reconciliation, was a necessary challenge. I 
started to apply ‘disruptive thinking’  not only to explore what I didn’t 
know, but also to begin to understand the institutional long-term effect of 
colonization as to the why, as a settler, I didn’t know. 
 
I predict my journey with reconciliation will not be tidy or easy or likely 
ever finished, but it is a journey I need to be brave enough to take. In 
responding to Marie-Louise’s invitation below, I ask what that journey 
might look like for each of us as SC-CC members and in turn, how these 
critical personal journeys and important relationships with Indigenous 
artists can influence the future growth of SC-CC, our national arts 
organization. 
 

- Dinny Biggs, SC-CC Director 2015-2019 

 
                                                                  

  

 

 

Photo thanks to Daniel Sky Morris, Peterborough 
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The honour of one, is the honour of all. 
 Marie-Louise Perron, Métis Story Keeper 

 

With permission of Marie-Louise, we submit to the membership in 
writing, her address given at Conference 2018 at Trent University in                   
Peterborough, Ontario –the editors 
 

Address to Storytellers of Canada- Conteurs du Canada                  
Sunday, July 8 2018 

By SC-CC Member, Marie-Louise Perron, Métis Story Keeper 
 

Taanshi all, 
 
In greeting you today, I am not going to tell you a story. Rather, I will 
address you in a traditional way from the Westerly Direction as I have 
been taught on the territory where I live. In so doing, I have the honour to 
first thank the Mississauga people who have received us as guests on 
their beautiful territory for our conference. 
 
In addressing you, I am reminded that it is the Ancestors and all our 
Relations who have brought us here, and for that, also, I am grateful. 
 
In addressing you, I am reminded of the teaching that I have been given 
that the Westerly Direction is where the Bear sits, whose attribute is 
Bravery. And in the time in which we live, there is a great need for 
bravery, is there not? There have been apologies; there have been 
promises of societal change. It is now time to put actions to the words 
that have been spoken, to make a decision on what kind of world we 
want to live in together. And that will take bravery. 
 
So I am inviting all the storytellers here, as you leave this special place 
and return to your homes, to not forget the words that have been spoken 
here, to embrace the bravery of the Bear, and take action. Canada 
needs to change, to change its story, the story of how it really came to 
be, and who we are called to be in all that. What a golden opportunity for 
storytellers! Who better to change the story we hold in common for a 
better future for all of us? 
 
Safe travels to all!             
All our Relations. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Taanshi à tous et à toutes, 
 
En vous adressant la parole aujourd’hui, ce ne sera pas en vous 
racontant une histoire. Je vous salue plutôt de la Direction de l’Ouest, 
selon la forme traditionnelle que j’ai apprise pour le territoire où j’habite. 
 
Ce faisant, j’ai l’honneur de dire un grand merci au peuple Mississauga 
qui nous ont accueilli sur leur territoire magnifique pour notre 
conférence. En vous saluant, je tiens aussi à rendre grâce aux Ancêtres 
et à toutes nos Relations qui ont fait en sorte que nous nous trouvons ici 
tous ensemble. 
 
En vous saluant ainsi, je reconnais que c’est à l’Ouest que se trouve le 
siège de l’Ours, l’Ours qui incarne le courage. Et comme nous avons 
besoin de courage de nos jours! Il y eut des expressions publiques de 
contrition prononcées, et beaucoup de promesses de changements à 
venir à notre société. Et bien, l’heure a sonné où l’action doit se joindre 
aux paroles prononcées, et une décision ferme prise sur la nature du 
monde que nous voulons habiter tous ensemble. Cela prendra du 
courage. 
 
Alors, je vous invite tous, les conteurs à cette conférence, quand vous 
quittez cet endroit spécial pour retourner chez vous, de ne pas oublier ce 
qui a été dit ici, mais d’incarner le courage de l’Ours et agir. Le Canada 
a grand besoin de changer, de changer son récit, le récit de comment le 
pays a été véritablement fondé, et qui nous sommes appelés à devenir 
dans tout cela. Quelle occasion en or pour des conteurs! On ne pourrait 
demander mieux pour changer le récit que nous possédons en commun 
pour façonner un avenir meilleur pour nous tous. 
 
Bon voyage, bon retour! 
 
Toutes nos Relations. 
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SC-CC Conference 2018       
Faye Mogensen  

 

 

Faye raconte ses réactions aux 
évènements du Congrès SC-CC 
2018 à l'Université Trent, Peterboro, 
Ontario, surtout à l'importance de la 
participation Indigène aux atéliers, 
aux cérémonies et aux autres       
activités. 

  

I feel very fortunate to have spent 
most of my summer visiting family 
and friends in Europe. We talked and 
we talked. Inevitably the 
conversation turned to questions 
about Canada, “What’s it like there?” 

At first, I found myself sighing. How do you explain Canada to 
someone who lives in a country like Denmark that can be crossed by 
car in six hours? Even if it takes two or three times as long, as in 
France and Germany, it’s still impossible for most Europeans to truly 
understand the vastness of this country or its diverse landscapes, 
climates and peoples. Each time I tried to formulate a meaningful and 
honest response, I felt more gratitude for my detour to Ontario en 
route from Victoria to the tiny village of Heiligkreuzsteinach in the hills 
of southern Germany, my first destination on European soil. I had 
stopped in Peterborough for the 2018 Storytellers of Canada 
Conteurs du Canada Conference.   

 

As usual, the conference was a great networking opportunity where 
we could share storytelling experiences. We listened, we told, we 
laughed, we cried, and we related to and inspired one another. We 
found that whether we live in the temperate rainforest, on the prairies, 
on the shores of the Great Lakes, the Maritimes or the high Arctic, we 
have much in common. The royal treatment we received this year 
from local Indigenous leaders gave us an intuitive understanding of 
the conference title, “The Honour of One is the Honour of All”.  
Organizers John Bennett and DInny Biggs developed the program in  

 

 

 

 

collaboration with SC-CC’s Indigenous Advisory Council and cultural 
advisors from the First Peoples House of Learning at Trent University 
and the Curve Lake Cultural Centre. They did an excellent job! I 
heard more than one participant say that it was the best conference 
ever.    

  

Throughout the weekend, Elders-in-Residence privileged us with their 
words, drumming and smudging; they told stories and led several 
workshops and ceremonies. Two of our mornings began with an     
optional sunrise ceremony led by Barbara Wall, where I savoured the 
flavour and beauty of a circle gathering and, for the first time ever, a 
Peace Pipe. Concurrent with each workshop session Elder Doug    
Williams, assisted by Billy Ludwka, warmly welcomed delegates     
inside a large tent where, gathered around a smoky fire, we shared 
our feelings and heard his reflections on being Indigenous in Canada. 
For the second consecutive year, conference delegates were deeply 
moved by The Kairos Blanket Exercise, a participatory Canadian   
history lesson, led this time by Betty Carr-Braint and Stephanie     
Nelson who are Indigenous counsellors on staff at the First Peoples 
House of Learning at Trent University. Ena Greyeyes facilitated rich 
discussions, in French and English, that focused on Elders’ 
Teachings through Storytelling. Rene Meshake’s quiet and gentle 
leadership offered us a great opportunity to play with colour, design 
and our stories as we were Integrating Art and Story. Louise Profeit-
LeBlanc introduced us to The Four Elements of Storytelling - Water, 
Earth, Fire and Air and gave each participant a chance to share a 
story focused on one or more of the elements.   

  

While I chose the sessions focused on culture and reconciliation, the 
conference offered a diversity of other workshops to inspire all. There 
were sessions on integrating music and story;  on telling historical, 
wisdom and personal tales; on interactive telling; and on storyteller 
self-care. Other workshops focused on best practices for organizing 
events, radio and podcast production, philosophic and neurologic 
looks at story, and much more. Small groups brainstormed topics like 

(Continued on page 5) 
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understanding audiences, telling in schools, organizing special 
events, improving apprenticeships, applying for grants & funding, 
communicating across our vast nation, enhancing relationships      
between local guilds and the national organization, balancing work 
and life and, neither last nor least, how to practice reconciliation, the 
main focus of the conference.    

 

An SC-CC gathering would not be complete without performances 
and the three evening concerts each had their own theme. In 
Thursday evening’s bilingual concert, five performers shared beautiful 
personal stories and folktales that touched on the theme of “How not 
to forget?” Saturday evening’s concert featured three performers 
sharing poignant stories that grappled with relationships both human 
and animal. They were followed by an alluring series of similarly 
themed poems presented by the Peterborough poetry slam collective, 
whose participation brought down the average age of delegates. 
Saturday evening’s concert was very much on theme, but unusual for 
a storytelling event. Entitled “Spirit of the Narrows”, two fiddle players 
performed a play that told the 1970’s story of a young settler woman 
learning the remarkable fiddle techniques of Métis fiddle players. 
Afterwards we enjoyed a talkback session where we learned how the 
author, also the main character in the story, had transformed her 
storytelling piece into a play.  

 

The conference had a lovely arc that framed our experience. After our 
plenary welcome session, we gathered in groups of 10-15 to 
introduce ourselves to one another and share our thoughts about the 
process of reconciliation in which all Canadians have been asked to    
engage. At the close of the conference, the same groups met to share 
new nuggets of wisdom gleaned over the weekend. It was a little like 
the opening and closing rounds of the many circle gatherings that had 
taken place. Reinforcing the transformative arc, Louise Profeit-
Leblanc curated an evocative collective art piece about reconciliation 
that slowly emerged out of the personal symbols placed there by    
delegates - it was fascinating to observe its process of unfolding. 
More important than the stories told or the information and images 
shared, we were given a visceral experience of Anishinaabe and    
other Canadian Indigenous cultures. I came away realizing how very 
much I have to learn and can benefit from the Indigenous way. While I 
know there are a huge diversity of Indigenous cultures in Canada, I 

left the conference struck by the similar nurturing I’ve experienced in 
circle gatherings with Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth 
and Kwakwaka'wakw in BC, and my time at the conference with 
elders from the Mississauga Anishinaabe, Metis, Nacho Nyak Dun 
First Nations.   

 

Over the summer I eventually found myself answering the question 
posed by my European family with the words, “to be Canadian today 
means taking time to get to know and learn from the original peoples 
of our vast country.” This statement opened up great curiosity and 
much conversation, and I was grateful to be able to share what I’d 
learned in Peterborough - a conference that broadened my concept of 
what it is to be Canadian.  

 

 

Storytelling Toronto Master Class 
 Celia Lottridge  

Célia nous décrit son "Master Class", 
où ceux, conteurs expérimentés tous, 
qui désirent travailler sur un conte 
spécifique, auront l'occasion de 
raconter, écouter, discuter et reçevoir 
les réactions d'un petit groupe de 
pareils. 

As a teacher with Storytelling Toronto 
(formerly called The Storytellers 
School of Toronto) I have taught many 
weekend workshops for beginning 
storytellers and those wanting to gain 
more experience and insight. But it 
gradually occurred to me that we 
offered nothing to experienced 

storytellers wishing to deepen their telling or to take on new and 
challenging material. I also realized that, unlike other performing 
artists, storytellers rarely work with directors or in groups and rarely 
hear any response to their performance except for applause and a 
heartfelt “I loved it.” No reviews, no post-performance discussions. 

(Continued from page 4) 

(Continued on page 6) 
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Out of these realizations the Master Class was born. Details of its 
structure have changed but the following principles have turned out to 
work very well. 

--Members of the class are experienced storytellers who have 
decided upon a challenging story they want to work on. The story may 
be traditional, personal, written by the teller, family. It cannot be over 
half an hour long, to allow time for responses and discussion. 

--The group does not exceed eight members. 

--The course is divided into two sets of sessions, four in the late fall 
and four in the new year. The time between of four or five weeks 
allows the tellers to work individually on their stories. 

--During the class sessions each teller has two chances to tell their 
chosen story, once in the first group of sessions and then again in the 
second group. The first time is often a rough presentation, a sort of 
trial-and-error telling. It is followed by discussion of what the teller is 
wanting to do with the story, listeners’ responses, and guidance by 
the leader. The second telling, which will occur several weeks after 
the first, will be more polished in response to the earlier discussion 
and to the teller’s work and thoughts in the meantime. This telling will 
also be followed by discussion. Tellings are always considered works 
in progress. 

--Listening is as important as telling. In responding thoughtfully to 
another teller’s work all of us in the group learn more about the whole 
process and art of storytelling. 

Because of the time needed in each session for the telling and 
responding it is important for the teacher to discuss with each 
participant what story they will be working on. In fact, I’ve learned that 
it’s a good idea to hold a separate session at the beginning for each 
teller to talk about what they plan to work on. This means that there 
are, in fact, five sessions of the Master Class in the fall. 

After all the deep work of the eight sessions, we hold a “Story Gala” 
when each teller finally tells the perfected story without discussion. 
Because eight stories are a lot to take in, the program is interrupted 
by a potluck dinner. And each teller can invite a guest. 

The Story Gala is a fitting conclusion to what, I can say truly, is 
always a satisfying and enlightening course. 

Un atelier... long!  
    by Petronella van Dijk 

En 2014, forte des enseignements 
que j’ai reçus au Centre 
méditerranéen de Littérature orale à 
Alès, en France, j’ai proposé aux 
conteurs de ma région de partager 
avec eux ce que j’en avais retenu, et 
un peu plus! 

Très rapidement, 10 personnes 
étaient prêtes à plonger dans ce que 
nous appelons la Littérature orale. 
«Orale» parce que cette dite 
littérature s’est transmise, pendant 
des siècles et des millénaires, non 
pas par l’écriture comme cela se 
passe de nos jours, mais sans 
l’écriture. De bouche à oreille, 
cultivant la mémoire, les souvenirs, 
les images qui restent dans la tête... 

J’ai proposé un «atelier long», qui s’étendrait sur une année entière et 
non pas, comme d’habitude, sur 10 semaines. Une année entière 
avec du temps pour réfléchir, chercher, apprendre, mémoriser... à 
raison d’une fin de semaine aux deux mois (janvier, mars, mai, juillet, 
septembre, novembre) plus une fin de semaine d’évaluation. 

Les fins de semaine étaient composées de théorie, de pratique et 
d’activités facultatives. 

Les matinées étaient consacrées à la découverte des grands genres 
de la littérature orale : les mythes, les épopées, les légendes, les 
contes, les contes merveilleux et les petites formes. Des récits 
anonymes pour la plupart, sujets à variantes et donc existant en de 
nombreuses versions. 

Les après-midi étaient des ateliers pratiques pour lesquels j’avais 
demandé à chaque participant d’apporter deux contes traditionnels... 
à travailler toute l’année. 

Et les samedi soir, je proposais des activités facultatives comme, par 
exemple : pour les mythes, le visionnement du film Orphée, de Jean 

(Continued from page 5) 
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Cocteau ; pour les épopées, Jacques Falquet est venu nous raconter 
sa participation à l’aventure de l’Iliade présentée, sous la direction de 
Jan Andrews, à la 4e salle du Centre national des arts par le groupe 
des conteurs de la région d’Ottawa. 

La fin de semaine de l’évaluation réunissait, en plus des participants, 
un Comité de Sages composé de Stéphanie Bénéteau, Jacques 
Falquet et Christian-Marie Pons. Ils avaient pour mandat d’entendre 
les participants conter (un des deux contes) lors d’une prestation 
devant public et de les rencontrer individuellement pour discuter de 
l’atelier, de ce qu’ils en avaient attendu et de ce qu’ils en avaient 
retiré. De plus, ils s’étaient engagés à envoyer à chacun des 
participants un commentaire par écrit, leur donnant des indications 
sur ce qu’ils avaient observé comme forces et comme faiblesses 
éventuelles lors de la prestation publique, tout en leur donnant des 
pistes de travail. 

Ce qui fait que de rencontre en rencontre, nous avons survolé 
l’univers si vaste et si complexe, si raffiné et si cruel, de quelques-
unes des mythologies, nous rendant compte qu’en dehors de la 
mythologie grecque nous n’avions qu’une idée plus pauvre des autres 
univers. Or, si on regarde du côté de la mythologie nordique ou, sur 
l’autre hémisphère, de la mythologie dogon, on s’aperçoit que ce sont 
des univers d’une grande richesse, composés de récits, de 
personnages, de symboles tout aussi vastes et complexes que ceux 
de la mythologie grecque et parfois encore plus mystérieux. Les 
différents mythes (cosmogoniques, théogoniques, anthropogoniques, 
escathologiques) renferment des histoires étonnantes qui nous font 
découvrir à quel point, depuis si longtemps, l’imaginaire humain est 
fertile. 

Ensuite, nous avons côtoyé les héros des grandes épopées, ces 
grands récits de conquêtes (conquêtes de territoires, mais aussi 
conquêtes amoureuses) qui peuvent se résumer un peu simplement 
en des «commandes politiques», ce que c’était la plupart du temps. 
En même temps, quand on sait que des récits immenses comme le 
Mahabarata – qui continue d’être raconté aux détours des rues dans 
les villes de l’Inde – était porté par des poètes qui consacraient leur 
vie à cette activité alors que le dit Mahabarata est quinze fois plus 
long comme la Bible! 

Les légendes sont plus connues, bien que souvent confondues avec 
les contes, alors qu’elles partent de faits réels (ou de personnages, 
ou de lieux réels). Ce sont des récits qui confortaient des 

communautés, les aidaient à confronter leurs peurs, leurs angoisses. 

Et puis, il y a eu, pendant très longtemps, ces petits outils de 
développement de l’intelligence, de la logique, de la mémorisation, 
qu’étaient les proverbes, les dictons, les devinettes, les énigmes, les 
vire-oreilles, les vire-langues, les comptines, les chants (de travail, de 
métier, de marins...) qu’on appelle «les petites formes». 

Enfin, il y a les contes. Toutes sortes de contes différents : les contes 
animaliers, les contes de diable ou d’ogre, les contes de randonnées, 
les contes étiologiques, les contes philosophiques, etc. Anti Aarne et 
Stith Thompson les ont classifiés en trouvant qu’il en existaient 2400. 
2400 contes-types! 

Dont 400 contes merveilleux. Ces contes merveilleux qu’on appelle 
aussi, en français, les contes de fées. Contes complexes qui ont été 
analysés, décortiqués et, eux aussi, mis en ordre. Parmi eux, la belle 
Cendrillon. Or, au début du 20e siècle, il existait déjà, consignés par 
écrit, provenant de partout dans le monde, 2400 versions différentes 
de cette Cendrillon tant aimée! 

Bref, pendant toute une année nous sommes allés de découvertes en 
surprises et d’émerveillements en enthousiasmes. Tant et si bien qu’à 
l’issue de la 7e fin de semaine, nous avons été inquiets! Comment 
faire pour garder bien vive toute cette émulation que nous avions 
cultivée pendant tous ces mois, ce plaisir que nous partagions et que 
nous avions envie de faire perdurer. 

Alors nous avons décidé de continuer, autrement, à un autre rythme, 
mais de continuer. En explorant les Grands contes merveilleux. Nous 
avons formé un nouveau groupe de 9 personnes, formidablement 
prêts à déterrer toutes les versions possibles et imaginables des 9 
contes merveilleux que nous avions choisis : Le chat botté, Blanche 
Neige, Les trois poils du diable, Barbe bleu, Jean de l’Ours, Aladin, 
La belle et la bête, Le petit chaperon rouge et, bien sûr, Cendrillon. 

Nous avons passé deux années à présenter, en trios, différentes 
versions devant des publics curieux, étonnés, ravis. 

C’est alors que nous avons eu l’opportunité de plonger dans un autre 
univers, celui des Contes des 1001 nuits, avec Jihad Darwiche 
comme maître. Depuis trois ans, chaque été, le plus grand conteur de 
la francophonie vient passer une semaine pour nous emporter sur 
son tapis magique à la découverte de ce répertoire si divers, si 
complexe lui aussi, et si beau. 

Toute cette émulation, la complicité, la joie du partage, les nouvelles 

(Continued from page 6) 
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compréhensions que nous avons des contes dits «traditionnels», qui 
sont nos grands classiques.... la prise de conscience des singularités 
du conte (ce mot qui cache la forêt... de la «littérature orale»!), tout 
cela nous a permis de développer un milieu très dynamique à 
Sherbrooke et dans toute la région des Cantons-de-l’Est. Et si la 
création contemporaine n’est pas absente de nos esprits, la 
Littérature orale y trouve une place particulière qui nous permet 
notamment de ressentir l’émotion immense de ceux qui se trouvent à 
faire partie de cette très longue lignée d’humains porteurs d’un des 
grands trésors de l’humanité, reconnu par l’UNESCO. 

 

                            ****************************** 

 

In 2014, fortified by what I had been taught at the Centre 
Méditerranéen de littérature orale at Alès, France, I offered tellers in 
my area the chance to share with them what I had learned, and even 
more! 

Ten people quickly signed up, ready to dive into what we call oral 
literature.  "Oral", because it has been passed on for hundreds and 
thousands of years, not by the written word as it is today, but by the 
spoken word, de bouche à l'oreille, activating one's memory, 
recollections, mental images. 

I proposed a long workshop stretching over a whole year rather than 
the usual ten weeks.  A whole year would give us time to reflect, do 
research, learn and commit to memory. We would meet for a whole 
weekend every two months (January, March, May, July, September, 
November) with an additional weekend for evaluation. 

Our weekends were made up of theory and practice, plus some extra 
activities. Mornings were devoted to discovering the great genres of 
oral literature: myths, epics, legends, folk tales, fairy tales and what 
the French call "petites formes". This material is mostly anonymous, 
subject to constant change, and thus appears in many different 
versions. 

Afternoons were spent in practical workshops where I asked each 
participant to bring to the group two folk tales to be worked on for the 
entire year. 

On Saturday evenings I offered a choice of activities: e.g. for myth, 
we could see Jean Cocteau's film, Orphée; for epic, Jacques Falquet 
came to tell us about his participation with the Ottawa Storytellers in 
The Iliad, directed by Jan Andrews, at the 4th Stage of the National 
Arts Centre in Ottawa. 

Our evaluation weekend brought together, in addition to the 
participants, a Committee of Elders: Stéphanie Bénéteau, Jacques 
Falquet and Christian-Marie Pons.  Their task was to listen to each 
storyteller tell one of their chosen stories at a public event, and 
afterwards meet with them individually to discuss the workshop, their 
initial expectations, and what they had learned from it.  The 
committee members were also obliged to give each participant a 
written evaluation containing their observations of strengths and 
weaknesses during the public performance, and suggesting paths of 
further development. 

And so as we progressed from one weekend to another, we began to 
cover a universe of mythologies so vast and complex, so refined and 
so cruel, that we realized how little we knew outside the Greek 
myths.  For if we look at Norse mythology, or, on the opposite side of 
the world, the mythology of the Dogon people, we find a rich universe 
of narratives, characters and symbols as vast and complex as those 
in Greek mythology, and sometimes more mysterious. These different 
myths (cosmogonic, theogonic, anthropogonic, eschatologic) contain 
amazing stories, causing us to rediscover the fertility and long history 
of the human imagination. 

Then we came to the heroes of the great epics, those wonderful tales 
of conquest (territorial, as well as amorous) which can most often be 
summed up as "commandes politiques", linked to a political 
agenda.  And just think of immense works like The Mahabharata-- 
still told in the back streets of Indian cities and towns--recited and 
kept alive by poets who devoted their entire lives to learning a work 
15 times longer than the Bible! 

Legends are better known, sometimes confused with folk tales 
although they are based on real events (or people or places).  It is 
these stories that strengthened national communities, helping people 
to confront their fears and anxieties. 

And then for countless ages we have had those little tools which 
develop and train our  intelligence, logic and memory: proverbs, 
sayings, riddles, enigmas, puns, tongue-twisters, nursery rhymes, 
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folksongs (work songs, trade songs, sea chanties). These are the 
"petites formes". 

 

Finally, folk tales.  All sorts of different kinds: animal stories, tales 
featuring the devil or the ogre, chain tales, etiological and 
philosophical tales.  According to Anti Aarne and Stith Thompson, 
there are 2,400: 2,400 story-types and of these, 400 were contes 
merveilleux, or fairy tales, complex tales which have been analyzed, 
pulled apart and organized.  Among them is the beautiful story of 
Cinderella. Early in the past century there existed in written form, 
coming from every corner of the world, 2,400 versions of our beloved 
Cinderella! 

In short, during the entire year, we moved from discoveries to 
surprises, from wonderment to enthusiasm, so that at the end of our 
seventh weekend, we became anxious.  What could we do to keep 
alive the collective enthusiasm to surpass oneself that we had 
cultivated all those months, the pleasure we shared and wanted to 
last? 

And so we decided to go on, in a different way and at a different pace, 
but we would continue.  We would explore the greatest of the fairy 
tales.  We formed a new group of nine, incredibly ready to unearth 
every possible and imaginable version of the nine tales we had 
chosen: Puss in Boots, Snow White, The Three Hairs of the Devil, 
Bluebeard, John the Bear, Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast, Little Red 
Riding Hood, and of course, Cinderella. 

Over two years we presented, in groups of three, different versions of 
all these tales to curious, amazed and delighted audiences.  And then 
we had the opportunity to plunge into yet another universe: that of A 
Thousand and One Nights, led by Jihad Darwiche.  Every summer, 
for three years, the greatest of the French-speaking storytellers spent 
a week carrying us on his magic carpet to discover this diverse, 
complex, beautiful repertoire of stories. 

All this emulation, the group spirit, the joy of sharing, the new 
understanding we have of stories called "traditional" and which are 
our greatest classics, the recognition of the special features of the 
story (a word behind which is hidden the forest of oral literature)--all of 
that has enabled us to develop a strong group of storytellers in 
Sherbrooke and the Eastern Townships. 

And while contemporary creation is not absent from our minds and 
hearts, oral literature has its own particular place there, notably 
allowing us to experience the great emotion of those storytellers 
forming a link in the long chain of human beings, carriers of mankind's 
greatest treasures, recognized by UNESCO. 

 

Storytelling in the  Balkans:   

A Report on the 2018 FEST Conference 

By Sara Abusarar  

Sara nous raconte ses expériences 
parmi les délégues au congrès 
FEST à Ljubljana, Slovakia.  

My name is Sara Abusarar and I am 
a member of SC-CC and 
Storytelling Toronto as a 
professional storyteller living in 
Toronto.  My mother is Croatian and 
I spent part of my childhood living in 
the Balkans. I speak the language, 
hold Croatian citizenship, know the 
culture and tell Balkan stories. 
Needless to say, when I found out 
that the annual Federation of 
European Storytellers (FEST) 
Conference was in Slovenia this 
year and focusing on Balkan 
storytelling, I very much wanted to 

attend. Storytellers of Canada-Conteurs du Canada wrote a letter of 
support for me as its representative to FEST Conference 2018 in July, 
held in Ljubljana, Slovenia. 

This was my first  FEST conference and I was one of a few attending 
from North America. From the start, FEST members made me feel 
welcome, especially the Balkan storytellers. The Bosnian tellers 
immediately said to me, “We know that you came to represent 
Canada but you are also part of us now and you may sit with us 
during the conference.” Many of the Balkan storytelling communities 
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were newly formed and were instantly interested in collaborating and 
having me possibly tell Canadian and Palestinian stories (my father is 
Palestinian) in the Sarajevo. 

The conference was mostly organized by younger storytellers. This 
younger generation of storytellers in Slovenia, although mentored by 
older tellers, were the most active in storytelling as well as in 
organizing and teaching. The stories that they most often tell are 
traditional tales and they have very little interest in true stories. Being 
a young Canadian teller, I found this interesting. Where I live in 
Toronto, most tellers who like myself are younger prefer to tell true 
stories.  However, I have a greater interest in telling traditional tales 
and am thus in the minority. So I asked the Slovenian tellers why the 
youth in Ljubljana favour traditional tales over true ones, especially 
since in other parts of Europe this is not the case, (e.g. the many 
“true” story tellers from Amsterdam at the conference). The 
Slovenians explained their preference for traditional telling stems from 
the current political situation. The youth are trying to preserve their 
identity and hold on to the oral tradition of storytelling that is rapidly 
getting lost. Telling a folktale is, in a way, a form of resistance and an 
activist move rather than simply an artistic move. This answer 
appealed to me very much because this is also how I view traditional 
stories and why I tell them. 

At FEST this year there was a strong emphasis on therapeutic 
stories. As a result of the large number of refugees coming into 
Europe, there seemed to be many opportunities for storytellers to 
work with both adult and child refugees. Those working with child 
refugees and second language learners were very interested in 
hearing about how the Parent Child Mother Goose program offered in 
Canada works. Some of those who professed an interest in this were 
German tellers. There is currently a great deal of work for storytellers 
in the German education system and for German language 
instruction. Many schools in Berlin, for example, have storytellers in 
residence where one storyteller is hired for a single school for the 
year, telling to each grade level within the school, building both the 
classroom’s repertoire of oral stories and the rapport of the storyteller 
with the students. 

The most interesting part of the conference for me was the reports on 
what the Balkan storytellers were doing and on the history of Balkan 
storytelling. It was fascinating to compare the storytelling practices in 
Europe with those in Canada. At FEST the emphasis seemed to be 

on theatrical storytelling and experimental storytelling workshops. 
Most of the workshops offered were on topics like digital storytelling, 
new traditional stories, storytelling and movement. The workshop that 
I most enjoyed was a voice workshop that I took with Irena Tomazin, 
where the instructor focused on staying true to the history of one’s 
own voice. She said that our own voice reflects how our ancestors 
lived and the environment that surrounded us at that time.  By taking 
this workshop I benefited a great deal as a traditional storyteller, since 
it helped me understand from a different angle the oral tradition with 
which I work. 

However, because I attended this workshop, I missed the only 
opportunity at the conference to tell and hear stories. Unlike other 
FEST conferences, the only time stories were told or heard was at 
two open mic events that took place at the same time as the 
workshops. Because the workshops that I took were quite long, I was 
not able to attend the open mics. Many members were looking 
forward to hearing some Slovenian dragon “zmaj” stories; 
unfortunately, although we heard a few Slovenian folk songs, these 
stories were not included in the conference. At the end of the 
conference, however, I asked a Slovenian storyteller if we could go 
into a separate room and share folk songs and stories. A group of us 
did that, so in the end I did get to hear some traditional stories.   

The reason FEST rotates its conference location, this year holding it 
in the Balkans, is because they often try to have their conferences in 
countries with lower socio-economic status or in under-represented 
countries. This is to make it easier for members from those places to 
attend the conference and also to recruit membership from 
surrounding countries. As a result, this year they did get member 
countries from the region but it is still very difficult for Balkan people 
to attend. The conference fee was the same  for all member countries 
and yet the standard of living differed dramatically in each country. 
This brings an inequality amongst membership, regardless of where 
the conference is held. Because the average salary of a Balkan 
person is 400 Euros per month, the conference was not accessible to 
some of the storytellers. However, having Balkan roots meant that I 
had the opportunity to meet some of those storytellers after the 
conference, when I was travelling in Croatia. 

My favourite part of the FEST conference was meeting storytellers 
from Europe and from Canada. I was very pleased to meet the RCQ 
representative, Jerome Bérubé, from Quebec. We spent much of the 
conference together and were able to exchange ideas and learn  
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about storytelling events that are happening in our different 
organizations. He is eager to get more involved in SC-CC events and 
festivals across Canada, and I am equally as eager to attend events 
and festivals in Quebec. 

Overall, it was a wonderful conference for me and I went home with 
my luggage slightly overweight due to all the Croatian storytelling 
books I purchased! 
 
 

 
The statue of "Quest": from 
the story "How Quest 
Searched for Truth" by Ivana 
Brlic Mazuranic. She was the 
top Croatian, author of 
children's literature and has 
been called the Croatian 
Andersen. She was perhaps 
the most influential of Balkan 
children's authors. The statue 
is located in my home town, 
called, Slavonski Brod, in the 
downtown core, by the river, 
in the exact spot where she 
used to sit and write her 
stories. Most of her stories 
were written in the exact spot 
of that statue. She spent 
almost all of her time in that 
same spot, alone and writing. 
Her stories were so full of 

magic and were so abstract, that people used to think that she was a 
mad woman and stayed away from her. While she was not a "mad 
woman" she did suffer from some mental health struggles; she was 
often very depressed and in the end, she committed suicide. After her 
death, when she became very famous, people no longer saw her as a 
mad woman but rather as an exceptional artist. 
 
 

Canadian Children’s Book Week- 2020 
 
 
 
 

Come, come, light up the fire, 
Come, come, join in the ring, 
Hear fine dreams to inspire, 
Stories to tell, music to sing. 
 
 
 
 

This is the opening to a campfire song and we think it is a perfect 
invitation to those who enjoy telling stories with children. If you enjoy 
doing this AND if you’d like to travel and see a bit of Canada while 
you are telling, then please consider applying to take part in 
 
TD Canadian Children’s Book Week for May 2020 
 
Applicants for the 2020 tour are now being accepted.  The deadline 
for submissions is April 15, 2019. 
 
Three members of SC-CC will be chosen to tour in a province of their 
choice.  This is a chance for members to have an experience of a 
lifetime, a true adventure for a storyteller. You will be paid. Your 
travel, meals and accommodation expenses will be covered as well. 
The hospitality is great!  You will meet wonderful people--children and 
adults full of stories and bits of stories. You’ll spend a week filled with 
opportunities you've never had before. You’ll have a chance to tell in 
schools, in libraries and/or in public venues. 
 
To apply, simply go to the SC-CC site.   
Click on Member area.   
On the left, click on Application forms. 
Then, under Awards and Grants Applications, 
Click on TD  Canadian Children’s Book Week. 
 
We enjoyed our tours! 
Clara Dugas/ Kathie Kompass 
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Appleseed Quarterly  
 
Extra! Extra! Read All About It! 
 
Appleseed Quarterly storytelling journals are being archived thanks to 
the incredible efforts of Elinor Benjamin. 
Discover excerpts in Le Raconteur and stay tuned for more details! 
 
Mille remerciements à notre incomparable Elinor Benjamin 
qui  a archivé  pour l'ordinateur plusieurs numéros du Appleseed 
Quarterly, la revue de SC-CC préalable au Raconteur.   
 
 
 

Good Talk Shortens the Road 
Johanna Hiemstra Talks with Sean Kane  
Reprinted from Appleseed Quarterly  
Vol. 6 No. 2, May 1996  
 

Now in its tenth year and with over 
eighty students enrolled annually, 
Sean Kane’s Oral Narrative course at 
Trent University is beginning to find 
its place on the international storytel
ling map. Kane’s lectures on myth 
have been gathered together into a 
book, Wisdom of the Mythtellers, 
which is now used as a textbook in 
twenty-six university courses in 
Canada and the U.S. Stories told by 

Alice Kane over the years to the course were published last year in 
The Dreamer Awakes, edited by Sean Kane, with an introduction by 
Robert Bringhurst, making a rare and beautiful university textbook. 

Since graduating from the first Oral Narrative course offered at 
Trent, I have been listening to and telling stories in a changed way. 
That course offered the context and awareness that made storytelling 
a sharper, more conscious experience for me. I feel sure that AQ 
readers will be interested in the complementary nature of this course 
to the interests of storytellers and listeners today. 

I talked with Sean Kane at his home on the Otonobee River, in 
Peterborough, Ontario, on Saturday, March 9. 

 

J: The course in Oral Narrative emphasises listening to stories and 
telling them. What compelled you, originally, to introduce such a 
course? 

S: Oh, so many things! The heinous influence of Alice Kane for 
one. I was brought up by her and babysat by her generation of       
children’s librarians. I believe they used me as the test-case for their 
perverted theories of inducing a child to read by getting the child 
hooked on stories. Some of their training as storytellers is in the 
design of the course. Later, I was a student of Northrop Frye’s and 
was totally corrupted by his notion that literature is best understood as 
displaced mythology. Then the storytelling revival and conversations 
with Dan Yashinsky in the early eighties. Many of his pernicious ideas 
went into the makeup of the course, and he has taught it on occasion. 
And then there’s the Cultural Studies school at Trent; it’s a subver
sive group of scholar-artists working in music, theatre, film, fine art 
and writing. They’re committed to workshop experience as a way of 
sustaining and extending a reflection on the forms of culture - in my 
case, storytelling as a way of reflecting on oral narrative. 

 

J: What is the difference between storytelling and oral narrative? 
Why do you call the course “oral narrative, ” not “storytelling ’’? 

S: Storytelling is something everybody does, like brushing their 
teeth and going shopping and talking to the neighbour. It is also a self
-consciously revived folk art. As such, it has a certain romantic 
innocence to it, and yes, sometimes even a trace of anti-
intellectualism. And the idealism that simply by listening to stories - 
any story - will magically make you a better person. It will “refine your 
sensibility,” to use Jane Austen’s quaint phrase. Yet stories are very 
powerful and dangerous things - we need to reflect on them. 

Oral Narrative is a name for this critical and scholarly reflection on 
storytelling. It involves exploring the roots of storytelling in oral culture 
- the values, the voices of oral humanity. It shows you how stories 
must have sounded in their indigenous tonalities in the communities 
that once told them. It demonstrates how the stories became 
magnetized by the force-field of literature. It teaches how to listen for 
the authentically oral version. It offers wise political counsel - that is, 
what you do to a story and its people when you uproot it from its oral 
tradition to give it a foster-home in your repertoire. Ultimately, I guess, 
Oral Narrative opens up a space - an aperture to the domain of the 
oral. By researching and telling a story from oral tradition, the student 
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stands in that space romantically but is also critically aware of what 
she or he is doing. So whether you make yourself into a harp that the 
story blows through like a wind or whether you become a performer 
squeezing a story through the latest urban ironies, you take 
responsibility for what you are doing. 

 

J: What else do students gain from the course - what will they 
remember a year later? How will it equip them for the world of time-
clocks, bills, offices, computers, consumerism? 

S: What is gained from a year-long reflection on oral culture? We 
study it in two of its major forms - the myth and the wondertale (folk 
and literary), Homeric epic as well, and some of the Arabian Nights. 

These forms contain the thought-music of oral humanity. And that 
thought-music is an age-old courteous dialogue between human 
beings and the Earth. That dialogue goes back in all those talking 
animals and spirit helpers to what your distinguished theologian father 
calls mysterium tremendum - the encounter with Holy Otherness. 
Orally told stories from the best sources open up the listener to all of 
that! 

But clocks to be punched, bills to be paid, computerization ... The 
world is becoming a shrinking monoculture driven by technology. And 
its ideological imperative is mastery - mastery of everything outside 
the skinbound self - mastery seen as the only good. It is seen as the 
only good because everything - God, nature, other people, other 
species and orders of creatureliness - is assumed to be items in a 
human-managed reality - codes that can be altered and erased at will. 
But what guides the hungry empty will of the individual who 
manipulates by technique when all beings, all values, are dissolved 
into its operational efficiency? I don’t presume Oral Narrative will save 
the world any more than storytelling can. But the course pulls people 
outside the assumptions of technological civilization. Maybe they can 
take its measure from the outside, from the vantage-point of ancestral 
humanity. They can face the world, knowing what has been lost and 
gained by being human at the threshold of the twenty-first century. 

 

J: In some very specific ways, university culture and its style of 
discourse makes storytelling very difficult. Do you think storytelling 
and university culture are in conflict? 

S: Universities used to be free-spirited places where young 

people put imagination and intellect at the centre of their lives for 
three years. That’s the milieu J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis came 
from, if you count them as storytellers (I do). And Lewis Carroll, who 
was an Oxford logician. Or, if you like, Stephen Leacock who told 
comic yarns, and Robertson Davies who told great ghost stories. That 
milieu goes back to the twelfth century when practically the entire 
recorded narrative culture of Europe was created by university 
students - the so-called singer-storytellers or jongleurs. Students of 
the Renaissance universities created what they called “literature” - but 
the important thing is they recited it out loud to each other. 
Undergraduates were still doing that in those country walks in the 
nineteenth century, reciting narrative verse, a form of storytelling. 

Nowadays, universities are no longer sanctuaries of leisure for our 
storytelling young. They are one-stop corporate filling stations selling 
wage-work indentures and sanitized ideas in shiny packaging. Trent - 
God bless what’s left of its soul! - is holding out against this. But a 
postmodern correctness is in the air - to my mind, it’s an echo of the 
corporate agenda. Objective truth having been deemed to be a 
(forgive the word) myth, ideas and stories are supposed to be 
analysed in terms of the politically aware end-user, who dwells not in 
the so-called hoax of the past but in the activism of the present. 
That’s the bad side. 

The good side is that the greatest debate roaring at the heart of the 
Humanities today is about orality and literacy. And the identity politics 
I just mentioned is allowing the voices of marginalized others to be 
heard. There are signs that the concept of silenced others is 
extending to include not just humans but the animals in their physical 
and their spiritual selves - they were the first beings world-managing 
man silenced. So altogether it’s an exciting time to be a teacher of 
things of the past in their pastness, as well as in their presentness. It 
makes a teacher sensitive, aware, and very, very careful. But I think 
I’ve avoided your question … 

 

J: Well, I wonder if you consider yourself to be a storyteller. I’m 
thinking of courses in storytelling taught at other Canadian 
universities such as the ones taught by storyteller Kay Stone at 
Winnipeg and Gail de Vos at Alberta. 

S: No, I’m a listener. Perhaps when Alice Kane has gone to join 
her ancestors, I’ll reconsider the question. 

J: Having met many of the students who have left Trent, I know 
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that the Oral Narrative course kindles listeners and tellers. What is your 
sense of the success of the course? 

S: Okay - we’ve had a lot of success in releasing a voice, and a 
personal voice, in people who have gone on to be creative writers and 
actors and even academics. Storytelling teaches that. It shows that it is 
alright to let your own voice be heard in its human vulnerability, free of 
jargonish boiler plate. That’s no small victory for storytelling - to release 
personality and style in a young person hell-bent on competence. In 
actual terms, yes, one of last year’s students is having his first 
assignment in the course published this fall as a children’s book by 
Stoddart Publishing. Another of last year’s students is having her 
assignment published in an anthology of literature for the high-schools. 
Three graduates of the course have gone on to do M.A.s in storytelling. 
Several have gone on to do good work in the First Nations communities. 
Many carry the Oral Narrative syllabus, or parts of it, into their teaching. 

The course has also produced interesting taxi-drivers and welfare 
moms. 

 

J: Why is the course of study important to the storytelling community 
today? 

S: Because it serves to remind us that storytelling and education are, 
and always were, inseparable. They are the same activity. Stories are 
the first, and still the best, form of knowledge. 

Editor: Sean Kane is Alice Kane’s nephew; a listener, writer, 
educator, his two latest books have been reviewed by Appleseed 
Quarterly. Johanna Hiemstra is a storyteller who has contributed to AQ, 
and has an article in this current issue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEXT ISSUE:  June 2019 
Tell us about your on-line connections to storytelling communities. 

Where do you go on-line to engage with storytellers? 

What have you learned from these supports? 

What value do these communities offer? 

 

PROCHAIN  NUMÉRO:  Juin 2019 
Racontez-nous vos connexions avec d'autres conteurs en ligne.  

Où sont-ils, ces conteurs?  Qu'avec-vous appris de ces rapports? 

Quelle valeur puisez-vous à vos contacts? 
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